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Abstract

Identifying the factors that determine academic performance is an essential part of educa-

tional research. Existing research indicates that class attendance is a useful predictor of

subsequent course achievements. The majority of the literature is, however, based on sur-

veys and self-reports, methods which have well-known systematic biases that lead to limita-

tions on conclusions and generalizability as well as being costly to implement. Here we

propose a novel method for measuring class attendance that overcomes these limitations

by using location and bluetooth data collected from smartphone sensors. Based on mea-

sured attendance data of nearly 1,000 undergraduate students, we demonstrate that early

and consistent class attendance strongly correlates with academic performance. In addition,

our novel dataset allows us to determine that attendance among social peers was substan-

tially correlated (>0.5), suggesting either an important peer effect or homophily with respect

to attendance.

Introduction

An increasing number of individuals seek a high level of education to secure their future and

improve their economic possibilities [1]. Academic performance is an essential factor in the

success of the post-education period with respect to employment [2]. For this reason, the abil-

ity to predict students’ academic success has been the subject of increasing interest. The knowl-

edge regarding expected academic performance is also a valuable input for educators and

school administrators, as this information can be used to identify and target vulnerable stu-

dents at risk of dropping out or in need of additional attention. However, gathering informa-

tion about attendance levels using conventional methods (surveys or self-reports) is subject to

inherent biases [3] and moreover, can be costly to gather at the scale of schools or universities.

Here we propose a new method for measuring attendance. This new methodology over-

comes important limitations of previous approaches. Specifically, our method leverages data

collected via smartphone sensors to identify class locations from clusters of students following
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the same courses and estimate then the students’ attendance (see Methods for details). We

used the measured attendance levels of almost 1,000 university students to investigate the rela-

tionship between students’ attendance and their grades, as well as the social aspects of aca-

demic performance. This is the first time a dataset of comparable richness has been used to

conduct analyses on attendance.

The theoretical literature on student achievement emphasizes that class attendance is asso-

ciated with better performance. One strand of theoretical literature are the pedagogical models

where class attendance can be seen as student involvement, among other features which also

highlights the resources of the school and the content being taught [4]. Other theoretical

approaches include economic models where rational agents decide on optimal usage of time

spent studying vs. leisure/other courses [5].

There is a large body of existing data-driven research on class attendance, absenteeism and

their impact on academic achievements [6–23] as well as on the relationship between behavior

of peers [24–28]. However, the methodology applied in the large majority of previous work

has limitations: results are based on analyzing surveys, sign-in-sheets or other types of self-

reports, which are known to be prone to biases and errors [3]. Two exceptions that collected

data from sensors are the StudentLife study [23] and Zhou et al. [29]. The StudentLife study

used location data recorded on students’ phones [23]. Students were considered to be at class

when they spent at least 90% of the scheduled period at the class location. Although there

were variations observed in class attendance, they found no relation between final grades and

absence (either initial level or the pace of absence over the term) which contradicts the findings

of most related studies. A likely explanation of the observations in the StudentLife study is the

small sample size (< 50 students). Another approach is used by Zhou et al. [29] who employ

connectivity data from the WiFi network at Tsinghua University. The location of students and

consequently their class attendance was determined by studying how students’ phones con-

nected to the nearly 2,800 WiFi access points with known locations distributed over university

campus. Based on nine weeks of observations, Zhou et al. found that students with higher

GPAs attended classes at a higher rate. Moreover, compared to low performing students, they

were also found to be more likely to arrive late to class. Our approach shares some similarities

with [23, 29] but there are also some fundamental differences as we have also investigated

dynamic patterns (i.e. early and consistent attendance throughout the semester) and consid-

ered the social environment.

Most existing studies have found that class attendance is a significant and positive predictor

of course grades [6–20, 22]. More specifically, the meta study by Crede et al. [20] concludes

that attendance is the most accurate known predictor of academic performance, superior to

scores on standardized admissions tests such as the SAT, high school GPA, study habits, and

study skills. Some studies report on experiments which have quantified the importance of

attendance on exam performance through mandatory attendance [17] and intentionally omit-

ting parts of the curriculum [19], and both found a significant effect on the number of exam

questions answered correctly. In addition to general attendance throughout the semester, ini-

tial attendance has been shown to be an important predictor of academic success [7]. Previous

results also indicate that average attendance drops over the course of the semester, irrespective

of performance [10, 21, 30].

The connection between attendance and peer behavior has been explored to a lesser extent.

Only a few preliminary observations exist in the literature based on co-occurrence at class or

workplace [24–28]. One example is the work of De Paola, where individual absence behavior

was found be related to peer group absenteeism [28]. Yet these studies are limited by having

no access to data regarding actual communication or interactions.

Class attendance, peer similarity, and academic performance
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Educational policies aimed at increasing attendance have a broad set of tools. The standard

approach is to enact mandatory attendance as experimented in [17]. Other tools include tutor-

ing [31] and nudging [32]. Moreover, for children and adolescents other options are to involve

partnerships from schools to parents and their communities [33, 34].

The aim of our study was to evaluate the accuracy of measuring class attendance from

smartphone data and assess its usefulness for discovering new patterns in attendance. These

aims were divided into three specific objectives:

1. To what extent could students’ class attendance be inferred from data collected by smart-

phones? As a specific question we investigated whether a method based on finding large

clusters of students enrolled in the same course was sufficient.

2. How accurate was the measure of students’ attendance at predicting their subsequent exam

performance?

3. What is the degree of similarity in attendance between students who are social peers?

Materials and methods

Data

We employed data collected in the Copenhagen Networks Study (CNS) [35]. As part of the

CNS project, various data types were recorded by dedicated smartphones from nearly 1,000

undergraduate students at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), over a period of 2

years. The channels for data collection include location (using GPS), proximity of other stu-

dents (via Bluetooth scans) and mobile phone communication. The CNS covered the academic

years 2013/14 and 2014/15 which form the basis of our analysis. About 78% of the sampled stu-

dents were male and 22% female. They were divided in 24 different study lines (majors) and

more than 60% of them were newly enrolled in 2013; more than 25% in 2012; the remaining

enrolled in 2011. Their course grades and schedules were provided by the Technical University

of Denmark.

At the university, course attendance is non-mandatory and is not logged for the offered

courses. The educational model used in classes at the Technical University of Denmark is

quite varied, ranging from lectures coupled with classroom exercises to more modern forms,

e.g. flipped class room teaching or characterized by problem-based group work. Also note that

due to the possibility of exiting the experiment at any given point, the number of participants

varied over time.

In terms of privacy all participating students have provided full consent for use of their data

for research purposes. At any time a student could exit the study and request to have their data

deleted. The collected data has been authorized by Danish Data Protection Agency. For further

details of the CNS project and a short overview of the obtained data please refer to [35].

Class location and attendance

We first needed to calculate the locations of the classes before we could use them to determine

the attendance of each eligible student (see Fig 1). The list of course participants and the associ-

ated class times were retrieved from the list of course grades and the course page archive,

respectively. To improve the accuracy of class estimation, we only considered courses with the

standard DTU length of 4 hours and with at least 8 participants. A significant fraction of clas-

ses did not have a fixed location throughout the 4-hour period as the students may change

building or room (e.g. from a lecture hall to a laboratory). Therefore, the designated time of

the class was divided into sixteen 15-minute bins and for each time bin a separate class location

Class attendance, peer similarity, and academic performance
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was estimated, with our results being robust to changes of bin size. For a particular time bin,

we determined the proximity network of students from the Bluetooth scans representing

nearby co-students within a distance of 15 m. In this network we identified the primary cluster,

represented by the highest degree node (that is, the student surrounded by the most co-stu-

dents signed up for the same course) and its direct neighbors. In contrast to other procedures

of determining the primary cluster (e.g. using the largest connected component), this method

is robust against the noisy proximity data because some missing links do not necessarily

affect the cluster. Once the main cluster was found, the location of the class was defined by the

median location of the members in the cluster, using his/her location with the highest accuracy

during the 15-minute period. If the estimated location was inside the university campus, we

accept it as the location for the class in the corresponding time bin (shown in Fig 1a). The fact

that our method uses Bluetooth data to identify class locations is a significant advantage, since

we do not need to rely on official records. The lack of reliance on official records makes our

approach applicable even when such records are not available or when the records do not

match the actual class locations. This sensor based approach has (to the best of our knowledge)

not been used previously.

The attendance of a participant was based on their location relative to the estimated class

location in each bin. All students who were no further than 200 m from the estimated class

location were assigned to the class in the specific time bin (all results were robust against varia-

tions in the distance threshold in the range 5–500 m). The value of 200 m was explained by the

noise in the measurement of location, especially when using GPS data inside buildings [36].

Members of the main cluster were automatically assigned to the class. Fig 1b shows the esti-

mated locations for a specific course throughout the semester. For further analyses we only

considered students as attending when they were within the 200 m range in at least three time

bins to avoid false positives due to accidental proximity to the class location.

We also tested our method against the actual course schedules and their locations. Fig 2

shows the cumulative distribution of error in distance based on more than 26,000 class loca-

tion estimations. More than 75% of estimated locations were found to be within the range of

100 m of the scheduled location, and a 200 m threshold includes 90% of the classes. Note that

the error was estimated using the center of the corresponding building instead of the actual

Fig 1. Estimation of class locations at the Technical University of Denmark campus. a) Location of the students who were

assigned to a specific class (colored small circles), with the estimated location (moderate size red circle) and range of the class (large

light red circle) in a particular day. b) Estimated class locations (red circles) of the same course throughout the semester. (Map data

copyrighted OpenStreetMap contributors and available from www.openstreetmap.org under CC BY-SA 2.0).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0187078.g001
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room which caused some imprecision for larger buildings. Furthermore, there were cases of

class relocations which did not appear in the official records and therefore the actual error was

typically lower than our estimate.

We have implemented an interactive visualization tool accompanying the paper that helps

understand our approach. The tool and its source code is available on GitHub: valentin012.

github.io/class-loc-d3/.

Social ties

The exchange of text messages between two people suggests a strong social tie [37] and thus,

we used this to infer the students’ social connections. That is, for each student, the list of their

peers was constructed from those participants they had sent a message to or received a message

from. For the sake of simplicity and based on the sparsity of the network of text messages, we

did not set any lower limit on the number of messages exchanged, that is, a single message is

sufficient to establish a link in our network.

Statistical methods

In order to measure the correlation between two observed variables we used Spearman’s corre-

lation coefficient. This nonparametric procedure does not assume a linear relation between

the two variables since it only tests the association between their ranks instead of their raw val-

ues. The coefficient ranges from +1 to −1 indicating a perfect positive or negative correlation,

respectively, whereas 0 indicates no correlation.

When comparing the distribution of observed variables from different groups we relied on

the Kruskal—Wallis H-test. This nonparametric test examines whether all the observations

originate from the same underlying population. As follow-up post-hoc test we used Dunn’s

Fig 2. Accuracy of class location inference. The curve shows the cumulative distribution of distance error,

that is, the distance between the designated location of the class and our estimation based on the location of

the students. Dashed lines mark the distance errors of 50 m, 100 m and 200 m along with the corresponding

percentage of classes with error below those thresholds.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0187078.g002
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multiple comparison test with Bonferroni correction to reveal which groups are significantly

different from each other.

In order to observe temporal trends in the data we used a Theil—Sen estimator. This non-

parametric line-fitting technique is more robust against outliers and skewed data than, for

instance, simple linear regression.

Results

In the following we analyze attendance patterns for a group of students at the Technical Uni-

versity of Denmark (see Methods for an explanation of how attendance is computed). First, we

show that attendance is correlated with the achieved grades both at the level of a specific course

and overall performance (i.e. average term grade). Second, we look at the temporal aspects and

show that there is a general decrease in attendance over the course of a semester regardless of

the performance. However, the attendance behavior of low and high performing students dis-

plays substantial differences with respect to time. Finally, we show to what extent individual

students share similar attendance patterns with their social peers.

Academic achievement

Fig 3 shows the aggregate statistics for all grades (all courses and students considered) as a

function of the final grade. Grades follow the Danish grading system that spans between -3

and 12 with 7 distinct grade points (we also denote the corresponding grades according to the

US system): -3 and 00 (grade F), 02 (grade D), 4 and 7 (grade C), 10 (grade B) and 12 (grade

A). A positive correlation can be observed in Fig 3 with respect to the mean and median,

which is quantified by a Spearman correlation of .255 (p< .001); the value of the coefficient

indicates a weak (< 0.3) positive correlation. Observations where the individual fails to show

up at the exam were excluded. The two plots at the boundary of the range (-3 and 12) show dis-

tinct, well-separated boxes marking a significant difference in the distributions.

Fig 3. Class attendance conditional on grade obtained. Box plots show median values (solid horizontal

line), mean values (red dots), lower and upper quartiles (box outline) and lower and upper fences

(quartiles ± IQR, whiskers). Error bars mark standard deviation of the mean. Bar chart above the boxplot

shows the number of observations in each grade group.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0187078.g003
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To further quantify the observed trend corresponding to the level of attendance, we divided

the population into five quintiles based on the students’ attendance and measure the perfor-

mance inside these groups (see Fig 4). The distribution of attendance is illustrated in Fig 4a,

where each group is represented by a single bar and the width of the bars is adjusted to span

over the covered attendance level. The majority of the students were characterized by a high

attendance (60% of the students attend more than 75% of the classes). The height of the bars

(mean term grade) show the observed correlation between attendance and performance. The

actual distribution of grades also shows variations over the attendance groups, as displayed in

Fig 4b. Low attendance (leftmost) results in a broad distribution of grades, indicating that the

performance is not solely a function of the attendance but strongly depends on other factors

too. However, groups of high attendance (middle to right) develop a peak at grade 7 and were

characterized by an increasingly dominating likelihood of high grades. The rate of failing

(grade -3 and 00) in exams drops from 23% (leftmost histogram) to less than 4% (rightmost

histogram). Also note that there is no observable difference between the grade distribution of

the last two attendance groups. The lack of difference suggests that attendance is better at dis-

criminating between whether or not a student is likely to fail rather than predicting the actual

grade achieved provided that the student passes the exam; this observation is supported by sep-

arate work on the CNS dataset [38], where the predictive power of not only class attendance,

but of many other behavioral factors, is considered. To statistically evaluate the variation in the

distribution over the groups, we performed a Kruskal—Wallis H-test. This test rejected the

global null hypothesis with p< .001 that the medians of the groups are all equal. A follow-up

Fig 4. Class attendance and performance. a) Illustration of the five groups based on class attendance. Bars indicate groups of

equal size, width corresponds to the span of attendance percentage in the specific group and height shows the mean term GPA. b)

Grade distribution inside each attendance quintile. Each group includes at least 373 students.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0187078.g004
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Dunn multiple comparison test with Bonferroni correction revealed pair-wise differences

among the groups. The recorded p-values can be seen in Table 1. All groups separated by at

least one quintile were significantly different (p< .001), whereas the difference between some

neighboring groups (e.g. Mod. vs. M-H, M-H vs. High) could be only confirmed at a lower sig-

nificance level, further supporting our remarks in Fig 4b. Although attendance accounts for a

significant fraction of variation observed in the distribution of grades, it should be noted that

this does not necessarily indicate a causal effect.

Temporal effects

Besides differences in attendance across the population, there is also varying attendance for

individual students over the duration of the semester (Fig 5). For the sake of simplicity, we

divided our observation of student and course into three groups: the first group is character-

ized by low grades in the course (grades -3, 00 and 02); the second is moderate performance

(grades 4 and 7,) and; finally high achievers (grades 10 and 12). With about 41%, moderate

performers constituted the largest fraction of nearly 8,400 observations, followed by high

(37%) and the low achievers (22%). We computed the average attendance for each group

over the semester (see Fig 5a) and observed a general decrease. Further, low performers

showed a drop already in the first week with an attendance level 10% lower than that of the

high performers. This initial difference increases further throughout the semester as the rate

of absence among low performers is consistently higher compared to the moderate and high

performer groups. The total drop in the attendance among low performers is above 20%

points, compared to the 10% points and 8% points observed among the moderate and high

performers. The corresponding Kruskal—Wallis H-tests rejected the global null hypothesis

(p< .001) that the medians of the groups are all equal. The corresponding Dunn multiple

comparison test with Bonferroni correction suggested significant difference between the

observations from every pair of performance groups (p< .05 between mod. and high per-

formers; p< .001 for others). These differences in the trends were further supported by a

Theil—Sen estimation for slopes: -1.4% points/week for low performers, opposed to the -.6

and -.4% points/week measured in the moderate and high performer groups. This difference

in the slopes is portrayed in the accompanying inset of Fig 5a, where we show the distribu-

tion of slopes measured in all pairs of data points in the trends of the main plot. The low per-

formers’ distribution of slopes is clearly separated and significantly different from those

describing moderate and high performers (p< .001 for low vs. mod. and p< .01 for low vs.

high). Note that differences in the decrease in attendance are not significant between moder-

ate and high performers (p = 1.0), also supporting the hypothesis that (the absence of) atten-

dance affects the failing rate to a higher extent than the actual grades. Finally, at the end of

the semester, the initial difference inflates to 24% points between low and high performers

Table 1. Results of Dunn’s multiple comparison test with Bonferroni correction for the grade distribu-

tions of different attendance groups. The table contains corrected p-values for each pairwise comparison,

corresponding to the null hypothesis that the pair of groups has equal medians.

Low att. L-M att. Mod att. M-H att. High att.

Low att. -

L-M att. .230 -

Mod att. <.001 <.001 -

M-H att. <.001 <.001 .663 -

High att. <.001 <.001 <.001 1.0 -

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0187078.t001
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due to the faster dropping rate. In summary, the temporal attendance behavior of different

types of students differs in the way that low performers start out with a lower attendance rate

which also decreases more rapidly throughout the semester compared to that of moderate

and high performers.

Peer similarity

Next, we investigated the social aspects of academic performance and attendance: the plot in

Fig 5b illustrates the mean attendance level of the peers in the different performance groups.

For each individual we created a list of their strongest ties and then calculated the average

attendance of them. Strong social contacts were inferred from text message exchanged between

two students, as this form of communication indicates a strong bond [37]. On average, each

student has exchanged text messages with 4.4 other students from among the participants. Sur-

prisingly, we observed the same differences as above, although less pronounced than in the

individual trends: the peers of the low performers also display lower attendance. This supports

Fig 5. Change in class attendance over a single semester. a) Trends of attendance observed in the three

performer groups: low (red circles), moderate (green diamonds) and high performers (blue pentagons),

according to the Danish grading system. Inset shows the distribution of slopes measured for each pairs of

data point in the trends. b) Mean attendance measured among the contacts of the students based on

exchanged text messages.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0187078.g005
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previous findings on homophily and peer effects: students communicate more with others

who are similar in performance (note that contacts are based on text messages and not on

physical proximity).

The observed correlation between own attendance and attendance measured in the ego-

networks (the student and their contacts) is clear at the individual level as well. Fig 6 shows the

attendance of contacts as a function of the students own attendance, along with the density of

observations (color of the dots in plot). Similarity between own and peers’ attendance is visible

in this scatter plot and has a moderate correlation of .48 (p< .001). Furthermore, as shown by

the relative density of data points in Fig 6, the number of students is characterized by a peak

in peer attendance for high own attendance (above 60%). In other words, peer attendance

has a narrow distribution at high attendance levels, compared to the more broad distribution

observed below own attendance of 50%. The pattern of similarity is robust against removal

of class-level effects as seen in Fig 7. The class effects were removed by subtracting the mean

attendance for each class that took place. Robustness of the results suggests that the similarity

is driven by homophily or peer effects.

Fig 6. Correlation between own and peers’ attendance. Scatter plot that shows student’s own attendance

vs mean attendance among contacts (inferred from text messages) at the course level. Color represents the

relative density of data points.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0187078.g006
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Discussion

In this paper, we introduced a novel high precision method to measure class attendance in an

academic setting. Contrary to previous studies, our method overcomes various limitations

caused by restricted data collection techniques. The accuracy of the method makes it possible

to scale our measurement and allows for very high precision inference of attendance compared

to standard survey-based measurements. Applying our method to a population of nearly 1,000

undergraduate students, we have shown that in this population attendance is not only weakly

correlated (< 0.3) with academic success (supporting previous studies) but it is also reflected

in the social interactions, which show that students of similar performance tend to be clustered

Fig 7. Correlation between self and peer corrected attendance. Shown are the attendance relative to the average calculated at

the level of classes. Each dot represents a student’s own and their peers’ median deviation from the average attendance with respect

to a course, that is, their attendance deviation averaged over all classes of a course.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0187078.g007
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in the network. Our results suggest a strong mixture of either sorting or peer effects which

appears early in the semester and spans across the entire term.

Based on the detailed measurements, we then investigated the temporal aspects of atten-

dance. A general decreasing trend describes the entire population in our dataset, however,

there is a clear difference with respect to the pace and level of the effect conditional on perfor-

mance, indicating a strong early differentiation in behavior between low performers and the

rest of the population. Interestingly, this effect vanishes when moderate and high performers

are compared. This distinction between low performers and all others is also present in the

aggregate statistics of attendance: rate of failing drops by 80% (compared to the value mea-

sured in the low attendance quintile) once the attendance reaches the 75% threshold. These

results indicate that the effect of attendance on performance shows a complex pattern: while

attendance is a strong predictive measure for the failing rate, the effect is less pronounced at

high attendance levels and high performance.

Using the contacts obtained from mobile phone communications, we were able to investi-

gate the social aspects of attendance. We found that homophily is present in all groups of aca-

demic performance levels, however, it is stronger among high performers. This is supported

by an overall robust trend observed in the relative attendance (compared to peers) among high

performers, as well as in the correlation between own and peer attendance at the individual

level.

We note, however, that our method and the results have some limitations that we address

in the following. First, estimation of class locations is based on Bluetooth and GPS signals,

both of which are subject to noise. We briefly outline how we mitigate these errors. Our

approach is to first identify clusters of physical meetings. We do this by including every Blue-

tooth signal found between two devices, irrespective of the signal strength, which results in

contacts within a typical distance of 10-15 m [39]. Although scans may fail, we reduce the

resulting error by employing scans from both devices between two students—this only

requires one successful scan and therefore the error should be minimal. Subsequently we

employ the identified clusters to estimate the class location. By using the median location of

the most connected student within the cluster, we remove noise inherent in location data.

After applying our corrections, less than 10% of the estimated class locations are found to be

outside of the 200 m radius around the official locations.

Note that it is beyond the scope of this study to control for personal characteristics. How-

ever, in [38], attendance is shown to be an important predictor of subsequent performance

when controlling for performance of friends and personality. Also, our estimates are not causal

estimates of attendance, cf. [17, 19], as the choice of attendance is likely to be correlated with

other factors. That is, when a student attends more classes it is not likely to lead to a change in

achievements equal to the one we observe. This is due to the fact that attendance and perfor-

mance could be driven by same latent factor which is both fixed and unobserved to us as

researchers.

Another limitation comes from the fact that we have measurements on a subset of all stu-

dents enrolled in the courses. As an illustration, around 40% of first year students accepted a

phone from among the entire cohort of freshmen. The students who participated in the study

are different from the average student as they achieve higher grades [40]. We nevertheless

observe high variation with respect to attendance and performance within our dataset and,

thus, we believe that our results are appropriate precursors of the trends present in the larger

student population.

We have demonstrated the connection between attendance and performance; however,

attendance alone does not imply active participation. Students who attend class may or may

not participate actively in class activities, and although no significant correlation has been
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observed e.g. between seating position and performance [7], it is still unknown what other fac-

tors contribute to the academic performance. Our methods could be used in conjunction with

further experiments such as [17, 19] to yield additional insights on effects of class attendance.

Finally, academic performance is a complex question with multiple facets, and limiting the

measurement of success to the raw value of grades is an oversimplification of a high dimen-

sional problem. A first concern is that students were susceptible to different subjects and show

interest in distinct fields. A more detailed analysis of performance could, e.g., restrict the anal-

ysis above to single subjects. Although this would provide a better understanding of individual

performance, the aim of the paper was to investigate the connection at the basic level of atten-

dance. Results with different performance levels suggest that attendance is an efficient predic-

tor of failing, indicating that differentiation at higher orders (that is, among good performers)

indeed requires more detailed knowledge regarding the individuals themselves. Further

research is therefore needed to understand how factors beyond attendance influence academic

success.

Supporting information

S1 File. Dataset details. The supporting information contains further details on the data col-
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correlations for courses of different subject areas.
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